


For example, if an automaker gets what turns out to be an unduly generous tax

incentive to develop its new-generation car, it is unlikely to lose most of that

advantage in other dealings with the government.

Preference discretion. PayoV discretion describes leverage over the distribution of

value where that value is manifested in, or can be translated into monetary terms.

Preference discretion is a related but broader concept, rooted in the recognition that

payoVs come in various forms that collaborators may value diVerentially. Preference

discretion arises more commonly with non-proWt collaborators but is not unique to

them (nor are non-proWts immune to manipulating collaborations to reap narrow

material payoVs.) Collaborators’ preferences are rarely aligned in all respects. Even in

a fond marriage you may prefer to go out to a Mexican place while your spouse

would rather have sushi. It is in the very nature of the public missions to which

collaborative governance applies that there be multiple deWnitions of the good and

varying preference diVerences among collaborators, whether on the margins or at the

core. Such diVerences come in many forms, including:

Focused philanthropy. Few lovers of mankind are wholly undiscriminating in their

ardor. Even when motives are sincerely altruistic, the satisfactions of selXessness are

likely to be more intense for some beneWts, or some beneWciaries than for others.

A donor may be more inclined to support research on a speciWc disease that has

claimed a parent than to donate to medical science in general. A community organ-

ization may be zealous about oVering eVective, low-cost training to those who need it

most, conditional on their belonging to the neighborhood or ethnic group that stirs

the founder’s loyalties. A park volunteer may be willing to devote endless hours to

nature programs for preschoolers, while athletic programs for teenagers leave her cold.

Semi-private goods. Economists recognize that the notion of a ‘‘public good’’ is a

convenient but potentially misleading shorthand. Even apparent public goods—that

cleanly meet the standard criteria of non-rivalry and non-exclusivity—rarely spread

their beneWts uniformly. Forestalling global warming through cleaner cars is good for

everyone, but beneWts today’s kindergarteners more than today’s octogenarians. At the

margin, a plant manager crafting a pollution reduction plan might care more about

curbing the soot that befouls his town and his company’s image than the chloroX-

uorocarbons that invisibly degrade stratospheric ozone. A benefactor of Central Park

might esteem Xower beds in general, but think most highly of those visible from her

terrace.

Divergent values. Preferences can be not just diVerent but antagonistic. It may be

integral to a training provider’s mission that trainees absorb religious tenets along

with workplace skills, even if government funders insist on separating church and

(however mediated) state. Since a recent recipient of a smallpox inoculation risks

transmitting a dangerous or even fatal vaccinia infection to immuno-compromised

patients, such as transplant recipients or the HIV-positive, many medical personnel

saw their duty to prepare for a hypothetical smallpox attack to be in conXict with

their core value of protecting their patients. Robert Goodin has observed that

steadfastness with respect to value preferences can be considered the core ‘‘asset’’ of

non-proWt organizations, one that they cannot lightly compromise in joint under-

takings with the state (Goodin 2003, 359–96).
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Preference discretion would not impede accountable collaboration were it not

entangled with production discretion. Government cannot be sure that a collaborator

is guided by his expertise, or by his interests, as he seeks to shape the ends of the

collaboration. For example, as the Central Park Conservancy matured from an adjunct

to the mainstay of park management, ball-Welds were sodded over and impromptu

football throwing restricted in favor of ‘‘passive recreation’’ on well-tended grounds.

This may be because the Conservancy recognizes that it is ineYcient to squander space

within Olmstead’s urban jewel on activities that can be pursued elsewhere. Or it may be

because the Conservancy’s managers—like the Conservancy’s major donors, and

perhaps unlike many other New Yorkers—place a higher value on strolling along

manicured paths than on playing ball. This is not a disagreement about the most

eVective means to reach consensual ends—such as whether low-fat or low-carb is the

better watchword for lowering weight—but a disjuncture in underlying preferences.

The central task for government oYcials attempting to create public value through

collaborative arrangements is to maximize the eYciency gains of production discre-

tion, net of the losses associated with payoV and preference discretion. Figure 24.3

oVers a graphic illustration of this task. In Fig. 24.3, the value gained through

collaboration (relative to direct production or discretion-free contracting) rises as

private players are granted more production discretion. That discretion is exercised

by choosing superior means for reaching a particular point, or by achieving produc-

tion points unavailable to government acting on its own or through agents bound by

tight contractual speciWcations. The gains of production discretion Xatten out as the

potential of agents’ productive and informational superiority is progressively

exhausted. At that point, E—as discretion expands into areas where agents are less

deft and worse informed than government—payoVs begin to diminish.

BeneWcial production discretion, alas, generally brings with it undesirable payoV

and preference discretion. To simplify, we illustrate solely with the losses from payoV

x*

E 

Benefits 

Production Discretion

A

•

Fig. 24.3. BeneWts of production discretion
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discretion. Losses from preference discretion (when scaled to represent net depar-

tures from government’s preferred position) would be additive. The ratio between

production and payoV discretion is by no means a constant. Figure 24.4 shows two

diVerent trajectories of the relationship between these two types of discretion. Some

payoV discretion is unavoidable, as shown by the vertical interecepts of the produc-

tion possibility curves. Curve I illustrates a situation in which relatively little add-

itional payoV discretion is incurred at the early stages of the range. The balance

becomes somewhat worse as government continues to loosen constraints on private

collaborators. Curve II illustrates a less fortunate marginal relationship between

production and payoV discretion; it rises more steeply than does curve I.

Figure 24.4 might be thought of as illustrating two diVerent arenas of collaborative

governance, one with an inherently favorable relationship between good and bad

discretion and the other a more troublesome entanglement. Curve I might illustrate

an ‘‘adopt a highway’’ program in which local businesses take responsibility for clearing

litter from a stretch of road in exchange for signs that publicize their civic-mindedness

(as well as their donuts or pet-care services.) Curve II might depict an on-the-job

training program in which rightward movement corresponds to weakening restrictions

on employers’ discretion to choose which workers to train, in which skills, and by what

means. In the one case, the nature of the task presents private agents with limited

opportunities to expropriate payoVs or insinuate preferences as they are given progres-

sively more production discretion. In the other case, such temptations are pervasive.

Alternatively, and just as validly, Curves I and II can be thought of as referring to

the same collaboration, but with more- and less-sophisticated governmental eVorts

to structure and manage the relationship. Curve II, in this version, would represent a

feebly designed adopt-a-highway or on-the-job training program. Curve I would

represent the same endeavor, but with more astute measures to harvest the gains

while avoiding the losses that come with private discretion. In the highway case, for

I 

x*

Payoff
Discretion  

Production Discretion

B

II 

y* •

Fig. 24.4. PayoV discretion as a function of production discretion
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example, signs identifying benefactors might be smaller but more frequent to solidify

the link between a company’s image and the condition of a given stretch of roadway.

In the training case, government might gauge the outcomes of employers’ discretion

by measuring trainees’ before-and-after test scores or hourly earnings.

Figure 24.4 showed how payoV discretion rises with the level of production

discretion. Figure 24.5 shows how much this costs. The value lost through payoV

discretion grows as government loosens the reins, with the rate of loss accelerating as

government exercises less control over collaborators’ ability to claim larger payoVs or

substitute their preferences for the public’s.

The optimum is derived from the three functions represented on Figs. 24.3, 24.4, and

24.5. It is found at x*, implying that payoV discretion will be at y*, and that the

program will operate at points A, B, and C. The technically minded reader will note

that the marginal beneWt (MB) of greater production discretion, the slope at A in Fig.

24.3,just equals the marginal cost (MC). The latter is the product of the slopes at points

B and C in Figs. 24.4 and 24.5. That product represents the increase in payoV discretion

from a unit increase in production discretion times the marginal cost of that increase.

In general, we would also expect preference discretion to enter the picture, and its

level will be positively related to production discretion. The eYciency condition

would then be:

MB of production discr. ¼ MC of payoV discr. þ MC of preference discr.

As these illustrations hint, the outcomes for the public of collaborative governance

can range from spectacular to calamitous, depending on government oYcials’

ability to determine when collaboration is a promising approach; to judge how much

discretion to cede to private agents; and to Wne-tune the terms of the collaboration

to maximize the beneWts less the costs associated with shared discretion.

Costs 

Payoff Discretion 

y*

C

•

Fig. 24.5. Costs of payoV discretion
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8. Collaborative Governance and

Government’s Analytical Imperatives

.......................................................................................................................................................................................

Not only is the orchestration of collaborative governance a challenge of a high order,

but it is also a fundamentally diVerent sort of challenge from those posed by

managing bureaucracies, and distinct as well from writing and monitoring clear-

cut contracts. To fulWll the functions that we rather casually summarize in the

preceding paragraph, government oYcials must:

. gauge the expected eYciency diVerential between direct government perform-

ance and delegation to the private sector of a particular function;
. evaluate the net public beneWts of diVerent levels and variants of an under-

taking;
. estimate the probable balance between value gained and value lost for each

increment of private discretion, in order to judge how fully speciWed the terms

of a delegated task should be;
. appreciate the objectives, constraints, and internal dynamics of potential

collaborators in suYcient detail to predict the gains from production discre-

tion and the degree and nature of risks associated with payoV and preference

discretion;
. discriminate among potential collaborators according to how they are likely to

employ any discretion granted, and how likely they are to comply with

measures to curb their discretion;
. structure, implement, and uphold a regime of rules that loosely constrain

productive discretion and tightly constrain payoV and preference discretion;
. alter the terms of the collaboration as public priorities change or new evidence

comes to light;
. and do all of this even when, as will frequently be the case, the private parties in

a collaboration outmatch the public parties in resources, political inXuence,

and popular esteem.

We do not mean to imply that government must be conWdent of performing all of

these tasks with uniform perfection before contemplating collaborative arrange-

ments. The parallel requirements of public management for direct governmental

action, after all, are seldom realized in full. We conclude with three observations

relevant to our prospects for collecting the beneWts while avoiding the risks of

collaborative governance.

First, the growing practical importance of collaborative governance has out-

stripped our capacity to understand, categorize, make predictions about, and pre-

scribe improvements to such arrangements. Our analytical apparatus—anchored in

traditional, more crisply deWned concepts such as market failure and public goods—

lags behind practitioners’ exuberant improvisation. This intellectual lag has ample

precedent; governments were improvising policies to enhance public welfare, for
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example, before welfare economics was invented to steer such eVorts. With the

recognition of this new category of collective action, scholars once again have their

work cut out for them.

Second, orchestrating collaborative arrangements calls upon skills that

are frequently found among corporate executives, venture capitalists, or senior

consultants, but less so among front-line public managers. We are not currently

accustomed to selecting, compensating, or evaluating government workers on the

basis of such competencies. The requisite skill set, we emphasize, is predominantly

analytical. The functions described above have relatively little to do with classic

public administration and a great deal to do with economics, institutional analysis,

game theory, decision analysis, and other relatively advanced tools for predicting and

inXuencing outcomes. The need for analytical sophistication, moreover, extends

quite deeply into government. It applies at the level of implementation (not just

policy making) and continuously (not just at the start of an initiative). When the

menu of implementation models was short and simple, government could get by

with a small pool of analytical talent near the top. Collaborative governance con-

fronts the public sector with diVerent analytical imperatives—Wne-grained, ongoing,

distributed deeply through government—for which we are not yet ready.

Finally, although there are major gaps in the data, it seems inescapable that

collaborative governance is an increasingly consequential category of collective

action wherever there is a public entity robust enough to hold up government’s

side. Our empirical references have been anchored on the United States, with which

we are most familiar, but parallel developments appear to be under way in nearly all

OECD countries and in many developing and transitional nations as well. As

demands for the creation of public value outpace governments’ capacity to deliver

it unaided—in health care, education, environmental preservation, employment and

social welfare, and even security—the collaborative impulse intensiWes. This form of

governance (though it entails undeniable risks) promises great beneWts, on balance,

when employed advisedly and managed adroitly. This presents scholars and practi-

tioners with an urgent agenda—to develop analytical frameworks and management

tradecraft that can bolster the beneWts and curb the costs of the collaborative

approach to governance.
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